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Chapter 531: The strongest soul, the mirage bead 

To describe Wang Yi's mood in one sentence, it is the ups and downs in life, which is really exciting. 

Looking at the purple box lying quietly in the panel, Wang Yi showed a smile on his face. 

It's not easy to draw a hundred times. 

But all the efforts are worth it. If other forces in the primitive universe are given this opportunity, I am 

afraid that no matter how crazy things are done, they will be able to pay no matter how great the price 

is. 

The Xeon is a priceless treasure in the original universe. 

For any ethnic group, it is the treasure of the town clan. 

"It's not time to be happy, let me see what it is..." Wang Yi rubbed his hands in excitement. 

Green represents the top treasure, blue represents the peak treasure, and purple represents the Xeon 

supreme, giving Wang Yi a feeling that he is playing inferior online games. 

The purple box opened, the salute roared, and a group of brilliant fireworks rose behind the 

background. The center was shining brightly, revealing the shape of an object faintly. 

He has lived for tens of billions of years. He has seen countless strong winds and waves. Wang Yi has no 

expression. He looked at the place where the light gradually converged. There was a round and round 

bead lying quietly, which was transparent, and there was still a faint inside. The gray clouds and mist 

flowed, and there seemed to be a snake-shaped creature wandering in the mist, sucking clouds and 

spitting mist. 

Endless messages came into Wang Yi's mind. 

"A Mirage Bead?" 

Wang Yi was stunned, and then there was uncontrollable joy on his face. 

"This is... the most powerful soul?" 

Among the many treasures, the general soul treasures and palace treasures are the most precious. 

Among them, on life-saving, flying palace type and soul type are extremely strong. One is almost 100% 

resistant to material attacks, and the other is almost 100% resistant to soul attacks! 

Comparable to it, it is also the most valuable domain. 

Not to mention, this is still the soul-type Xeon Treasure, there may not be a few soul-type Xeon 

Treasures in the entire universe, and its value is immeasurable. 

"With this soul treasure, no matter how strong the strongest in the universe performs a soul attack, it 

will be difficult to shake my soul will." Wang Yi was overjoyed. 
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With the armor and the "mirage bead", Wang Yi has reached a world-defying level in terms of material 

defense and soul defense. 

Of course, if his will raise a few more levels, or create a soul secret or defense secret, it will be even 

more invincible. 

And this "mirage bead" is not only soul defense, but also has many magical functions. 

The defense is of course impeccable, and it also has the ability to attack souls. 

Especially the illusion attack, even more terrifying! 

If this supreme treasure is obtained by the imaginary demon **** who is best at soul illusion among the 

strongest in the universe, then his strength will increase sharply. Even if the original ancestor of the 

invincible universe, he dare to fight, the strongest in other universes will face him. Will be suppressed. 

Illusion attacks have always been Wang Yi's shortcomings. Compared with melee combat, soul attacks 

do not involve much, but only occasionally. 

Only by relying on the strongest talent secret method "Mirage World" can it reach the extremely strong 

soul attack level. 

What made Wang Yi even more pleasantly surprised was that this supreme treasure was called the 

"mirage bead" and naturally had something to do with the "mirage world". 

The combination of "mirage beads" and "mirage world" can raise the power of "mirage world" to 

another level! 

"The Mirage World" is already the strongest talented secret method, equivalent to the strongest master 

of the universe. 

However, the second layer of secret patterns in the "mirage beads" has been thoroughly researched, 

and in conjunction with the "mirage world", the combination of the two is powerful and powerful, and it 

is definitely the power of the "fusion of the strongest secret method"! 

Equivalent to the top-notch "Lord of the Galaxy", the strongest fusion secret "The River Under the 

Night". 

The Lord of the Ordinary Universe does not have a powerful means of protecting his life. Facing the 

Master of the Galaxy, one move can be annihilated. 

Wang Yi's move is even more terrifying. There is no powerful soul guarding method. Faced with this 

move, the same move can be killed, and it is the killing of the soul! 

The Lord of the universe below Tier 3 is destined to fall when he meets Wang Yi, and no matter how 

many people there are, it is useless. 

Soul attack is inherently terrifying, and there are very few that can be mastered. 

It would be even more terrifying if you thoroughly understand the third secret pattern of the "Mirage 

Bead" and use it with the "Miracle World". There is definitely a sixth-order power! Even if the limit is 

reached, the seventh order is not impossible. 



The seventh step is already the strongest power in the normal universe. 

"Hahaha... this lottery is really a huge surprise for me. With this "mirage bead", it is just as powerful as a 

tiger, giving me a powerful soul attack method, and I no longer worry about being attacked by the 

enemy's soul... …" Wang Yi is very satisfied, and those who are satisfied can no longer be satisfied. 

Satisfied, I feel that so many years of hard work have not been in vain. 

The "mirage bead", placed on the panel, is worth about 2.8 million supreme treasure points, which is 

much higher than the ordinary soul Xeon supreme, almost twice. 

The most common soul is the strongest treasure, which is only 1.5 million points. 

And more importantly, it can be used in conjunction with the "mirage world"! 

It’s not an easy task to understand the secret patterns of the supreme treasure, and then to study the 

secret method that can be used in conjunction with the supreme treasure. The four-fold secret pattern 

is equivalent to the top combat power of Tier 7. 

In addition to the secret method of the burning divine body, only the eighth-order combat power can be 

obtained! 

And most of the strongest people in the Primal Universe are Tier 8, and many of them have not 

completely mastered the fifth Secret Rune, because the fifth Secret Rune represents the top combat 

power of the eighth step. 

And like the Great Axe, the first God of the God Eyes, with the Xeon Supreme Treasure, it can reach the 

top ninth rank. 

In fact, before getting the Xeon Supreme Axe, the Great Axe didn't have the top combat power of Tier 9 

either. 

And seeing a suitable Xeon supreme treasure is so precious to the user. 

Although Wang Yi didn't study the way of the soul deeply, he has the most talented secret "mirage 

world". 

The strongest talent secret method is a set of heaven-defying talent secret methods bestowed by the 

Primitive Universe! The level is equivalent to the strongest secret method of the Lord of the Universe! 

Wang Yi only remembered how to use the secret technique of talent. He didn't understand any mystery 

or how this set of secret techniques was created. Although it was incredibly complicated to use, the 

process of the method was carved into his consciousness like a knife. 

It's as if people are born to know how to breathe~www.mtlnovel.com~ Fish can swim in the water when 

they are born. This is a natural ability to master. 

"The strongest talent secret method is equivalent to the ultimate secret method of the Lord of the 

Universe... the only one stronger than this is the fusion secret method." Wang Yi secretly said in his 

heart. 



The second secret pattern of the "Miracle Pearl" is thoroughly understood, and then the corresponding 

secret method is researched. That is also the strongest secret method level of the Lord of the Universe! 

However, Wang Yi possesses the most powerful secret method of "Mirage World". He was born with the 

secret method of the second secret pattern of "Mirage Bead". It should not be too simple to understand 

the second secret pattern, and countless kung fu is omitted. 

The combination of the two can display the power of "the strongest secret method of fusion". 

Horror is boundless! 

In other words, Wang Yi now possesses even more powerful than the "Lord of Galaxy"'s strongest trick 

to destroy the Lord of the Universe, and it is still a more terrifying "fusion of the strongest secret 

method" soul attack! 

Chapter 532: 4th jerk 

"Unexpectedly, I haven't created the fourth ultimate secret technique yet, but obtained this more 

terrifying soul attack method through the'mirror beads'..." Wang Yi was full of emotion. 

"It's just that the Mirage World is owned by the Lord of Hell, but the identity of the Lord of Chaotic 

Source cannot be displayed at will, otherwise, it will be exposed." Wang Yi understood. 

The secrecy of the **** lord's identity is still very beneficial to Wang Yi and should not be easily 

exposed. 

Like the Xeon Supreme Treasure, Wang Yi can be exposed to outsiders through the identity of the **** 

lord, but if he is the lord of the chaotic source, it will cause great trouble to himself and the human race. 

After all, Wang Yi has too many Xeon treasures! 

Enough can make any force, any strong person crazy. 

Now it's just because Wang Yi is careful to hide it, and it hasn't been exposed for the time being. 

If it is really exposed, there will be enemies all around him who are eyeing and ill-intentioned, and Wang 

Yi will find it troublesome to think about it. 

Although Wang Yi is strong now, he is not yet invincible. He is not a solitary man, he still has many 

scruples and is not so cool. 

The background of ethnic power may be the backstage supporter for ordinary powerful people, but for 

powerful people like Wang Yi, it is a burden. 

How unrestrained and unrestrained is someone who is the strongest alone like sitting on the mountain? 

Just do whatever you want, beating, scolding and laughing, other forces still dare not offend, they have 

to pay for their smiles. 

Even if you kill the powerhouse of your clan, as long as you haven't reached the bottom line, you still 

can't smash the opponent. 
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Barefoot is not afraid of wearing shoes, so everyone's karma is here, and the other party has no 

restraints and scruples, and the strength is so strong that it can't be afforded. 

So let alone the strongest in the universe, like the "Blood Cloud Palace Master" and the "Master of the 

Nine Nethers", they can dominate one side in the universe and be at ease. 

The "Blood Cloud Palace Master" has a mysterious identity, coming and going without a trace, and the 

means of protecting his life are powerful, and others can't help him. 

The "Lord of Nine Nethers" is even more powerful, relying on the "Endless Sea Body" that is comparable 

to the most powerful treasure, it can be called an immortal body. . 

For Wang Yi, there are many benefits to having an identity that is not afraid of causing trouble, so he has 

to build an identity as a strong individual to deal with all kinds of troubles and do things that the Lord of 

Chaotic Source can't do. 

"The mirage world can only be used by the lord of hell, and the three ultimate secrets that I used as the 

lord of the chaotic source cannot be used by the lord of the hell. The two have to be separated..." Wang 

Yi meditated. 

"The fourth jerk. After so many years of research, I just missed the door and got stuck for so long..." 

Wang Yi let out a sigh of relief. 

"The Mirage Bead, use it for the Yanxing Giant Beast clone. You have to study it carefully and familiarize 

yourself with the method of use." Wang Yi said lightly. 

The Yanxing Giant Beast is Wang Yi's strongest main combat force now! 

Possessing a supreme treasure, weapons "Fantasy Slash", armor "Wuhoujia", palace "Tongtian Tower", 

domain type "Sky Net", plus the soul type treasure "mirage beads", all of them are the most top-notch 

Wang Yi couldn't imagine what kind of strength he could play. 

... 

Tongtian Tower, the sea of laws. 

The vast and mighty, permeated with endless pressure, representing the law of infinity and mystery, 

countless laws and threads criss-cross in the ocean, outline mysterious lines, and sometimes a pattern 

naturally emerges, revealing a perfect taste...not more than any universe The Lord’s strongest secret 

method is inferior. 

Of course, this is only the perfection of the master of the universe. 

And behind it is the endless avenue of the universe. 

tip of the iceberg. 

It can be seen. 

The role of the sea of law is similar to the original law of the original universe, which makes it easier for 

people to understand. 



The Secret Pattern of the Tongtian Tower is similar to the "Chaos Stele", which is a guide for a great 

road. 

After comprehending the law and understanding the secret pattern, Wang Yi seemed to be back in the 

days of cultivating in Chaos City. 

At that time, he was still a cosmic rookie. 

After a hundred thousand years in a hurry, he is already a super existence that traverses the universe, 

with the blood of the Lord of the universe in his hands, so that hundreds of millions of people in the 

universe admire and worship the fearful super existence. 

Even the strongest in the universe would look at him. 

The status of the human race is only a bit lower than that of the giant axe, but in fact it has surpassed 

the Lord of Chaos City, Lord Peng Gong and so on. 

With a wave of his hand, the galaxy shattered, and when he set foot, the sky collapsed. 

Mastering time and space, reversing time, resurrecting the dead, mighty power to the sky, horizontally 

and freely in the universe, endless creatures kneeling down and worshiping, what a great existence? 

However, those who reach this level naturally pursue higher levels. 

If you are greedy for enjoyment, you can't reach this level. 

Like Wang Yi, there is really not much enjoyment. The long years are almost spent in cultivation and 

fighting. Even if it is to spend time with relatives, there is actually very little time. A woman like Qianshui 

Aichen is interesting to herself. It was not accepted either. 

The sea of endless laws is roaring and galloping, vast and full of infinite mysteries. 

An incarnation of Wang Yi is here on an island, thinking constantly. 

Because it was just an energy avatar that blended into a trace of consciousness, it didn't have much 

power, but the look in his eyes could still make the Universe's heart palpitations, and the immortal gods 

would not dare to look directly at it. 

Those eyes were incomparably deep, as broad as the starry sky, and as brilliant as the stars, full of 

infinite wisdom. 

At the level of the Lord of the Universe, how fast the consciousness moves. Ordinary, immortal gods 

have to work hard to comprehend, and the Lord of the Universe may be able to learn it at a glance. 

At Wang Yi's realm, he can create secret methods like the "Floating Blood Sword Classic" at hand. 

Even if the Master of the Universe is extremely fascinating, he can create a lot of things casually as long 

as it takes a little time. 

They themselves are the great beings who master time and space, the incarnation of the laws. 

But in the face of this endless sea of laws, it is still as small as a drop in the ocean. 



It's like a drop of water in the vast ocean. 

Small. 

Seeing such a world, who can be complacent and arrogant? Feel great? 

Surrounded by Wang Yi, there are densely packed secret patterns of laws, and the atmosphere of the 

five fundamental laws of gold, wood, water, fire, and earth permeates. 

Venerable kyushu is very simple for Wang Yi~www.mtlnovel.com~ but the master of the universe 

kyushu is not so easy to create. 

Even if Wang Yi had the help of the Sea of Laws and the Tongtian Pagoda, he would have created three 

of them in just ten thousand years, which is already against the sky. 

In order to reduce the difficulty, he chose the five original laws of "golden, wood, water, fire, and earth" 

instead of the fusion of the eight beasts and gods. 

The pure space is the ultimate unlearning, which is naturally easier. 

Wang Yi was engrossed. In fact, most of his conscious energy has been concentrated here, and the 

external body just keeps moving. 

"Boom..." 

The mystical threads are connected to each other to form the entire skeleton. When countless law 

threads are connected to each other, a picture is gradually formed. 

The fourth faculty, after tens of thousands of years, succeeded. 

Chapter 533: Lord of Hell is online 

"The fourth jerk, since it took 10,000 years to create it, then it's called "Wan Zai Chun Qiu"." Wang Yi's 

eyes were full of joy. 

The fourth perfection also means that he has realized the third secret pattern of the Tongtian Tower to 

the extreme. 

This symbolizes the great achievement of the third secret pattern. 

However, the third and fourth secret patterns of Tongtian Tower are equivalent to the second secret 

patterns of other Xeon treasures. 

The fifth and sixth levels of secret patterns are equivalent to the third level of secret patterns. 

The general masters of the universe can only use the third level of secret patterns at best, and the 

fourth level is beyond their ability. 

The fourth fascinating study, Wan Zai Chun Qiu! 

A **** is the proof of a super strong man, even if the super strong dies... his **** will be passed on. 

Every strong man will be serious when he really decides his name. This is also a long practice for himself. 

An affirmation of career. 
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"The fourth genius is still not the strongest secret of the Lord of the Universe, but it is much stronger 

than the three previous geniuses, and it is also the first-class genius of the Lord of the Universe." Wang 

Yi is quite satisfied with his own genius. 

"Moreover, the threshold for casting my secret method is much higher than other secret methods, and 

it consumes a lot of divine power. Of course, it is also more powerful." Wang Yi used this newly created 

secret method and prepared to perfect it. 

It's like a machine just made according to the theory of perfection, and its performance has to be 

explored carefully. 

Every kind of super secret method has evolved through constant exploration and perfection. No one 

dares to say that his secret method is truly flawless, and it is also affected by various factors. 

"Wanzai Chunqiu!" On Primordial Star, a burly silver-clad figure burst into bright brilliance with its eyes. 

Instead of pulling out a war knife, it turned its palm into a knife, violently slashing into the void in front 

of him. 

Even without weapons, this palm is even more terrifying than ordinary treasures, and it is full of the 

charm of perfect laws, as if the power of the entire universe has shrunk into this palm. 

The sturdy space of the Primordial Star was abruptly torn into a huge crack. In an understatement, it 

was split in half along with a mountain, and the section was extremely smooth. 

Together with a forest under the mountain peak was also affected and destroyed. 

However, the original star was quickly restored under the mysterious power of the original star, and the 

restored one was exactly the same as the original. 

"Well, the power is really huge." Wang Yi nodded in satisfaction when he watched this scene. 

"It's just that the divine power is consumed a lot." Wang Yi said in a deep thought. 

Because of the treasures, secret methods, etc., the requirements for divine power are different. 

The treasures and secret methods have the lowest threshold and the highest limit. 

For example, with the trick of "The Mirage World", Wang Yi only reached the threshold of immortality 

and consumed 10% of the divine body at a time. This is the lowest threshold. 

But as Wang Yi's strength continues to improve, he will get closer and closer to the maximum limit! 

If Wang Yi becomes the lord of the universe, the divine body will soar a hundredfold. Then the ultimate 

consumption speed of the strongest secret "Mirage World" trick alone can't reach the consumption of 

10% of the divine body at one time! 

Like the masters of the universe, they used the strongest secret technique again and again, and the 

consumption was limited. 

The ultimate secret method and the strongest secret method, the divine power that can be consumed 

instantly is naturally different. 



Like Wang Yi's fourth type of fascination, I am afraid that if the Venerable Universe has mastered it, he 

has to burn a huge amount of divine power to display it, and the number of times is limited. 

It is close to the threshold of the strongest secret method of the Lord of the Universe. 

The same goes for the Arcana. 

Only when the strength reaches a threshold can it be driven. 

The higher the strength, the stronger the supreme power, but the supreme power has its limits. 

Therefore, ordinary supreme treasures were abandoned by the masters of the universe. 

Top Mutual Treasures, Peak Treasures, and Xeon Treasures are what the Lord of the Universe needs. 

Therefore, the power of Xeon Supreme in the hands of the strongest in the universe and the power of 

the master of the universe is also very different. 

The Lord of the universe can achieve the third level, while the strongest of the universe can achieve the 

fifth and sixth levels! 

How far is the gap? 

At the level of Wang Yi, it is nothing more than a few things that determine strength, treasures! God 

body! Secret method! 

"Treasures...I have the strongest treasure, the divine body, I am a million-fold genetic level, the ultimate 

of the Lord of the universe, mystery, I have the fourth knack and the enhanced "mirage world" that is 

comparable to the strongest mystery! Do it all! To the extreme of the Lord of the Universe!" Wang Yi's 

eyes were extremely deep and his tone was full of confidence. 

The most powerful treasure, the original universe does not have a master of the universe! 

Divine body, perfect genetic level, the master of the universe that the original universe can do is 

definitely not more than a slap in the face! 

The secret method, the strongest secret method of fusion, or the strongest secret method of soul 

fusion! Even more powerful and terrifying than the "Lord of the Galaxy"! 

Not to mention, Wang Yi's divine body is backed by the endless sea of divine power, and the supply of 

divine power is constant. 

As for killing by soul? Not to mention that Wang Yi is now close to the will of the strongest in the 

universe, and relying on his supreme treasure to guard his soul, even if the strongest in the universe 

burns the gods and desperately performs soul attacks, he will not be able to enslave him. 

The strongest "flaming star behemoth" has a huge body of over a million kilometers. Such a powerful 

body is rarely owned by the Lord of the Universe. 

All are incomparable! 

With Wang Yi's current strength, even the well-known sixth-order masters of the universe in the 

Universe Sea would willingly bow down to the wind. 



Wang Yi looked to the sky. 

"Ten thousand years, everything is ready, it's time to collect the accounts." 

... 

Since Wang Yi decided to send the Lord of Hell out, he naturally had to inform the Lord of the universe 

of mankind in advance so that they could be psychologically prepared. 

Although the Lord of the universe of the human race was a little worried about Wang Yi's actions, some 

persuaded him a few words, seeing Wang Yi's imperative, he didn't say more. 

They all knew that Wang Yi had a clone of Youhai. Wang Yi only dispatched a clone this time. Even if he 

really fell, he would lose one clone and some treasures, and the loss was not great. 

And there is a "Tongtian Tower", it's hard to fall. 

They didn’t know that Wang Yi’s identity as the **** monarch who was dispatched this time carried a 

super treasure on his body. A divine body carried five supreme treasures. The entire primitive universe 

was a unique one. It was too terrifying, Wang Yi. I don't know what to say. 

It is estimated that if you say it, the human top will be shocked and cannot believe it. 

The original star number 01164, one of the vortex passages, is desolate and deserted. 

"boom!" 

A tall and burly black shadow flew out of a vortex channel with a diameter of hundreds of kilometers. 

The dark and hideous scale armor shone with cold light, and a pair of strong scale armor wings behind ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com~ There was also a thick, long and powerful one underneath. The tail flicked slightly, 

and he carried a black war knife covered with blood-colored secret patterns on his back, exposing a pair 

of blood-red cold eyes, and exuding a fierce and violent spirit that made the Universe Venerable fear 

and fear. 

"Fantasy Slash!" 

"Tower of Babel!" 

"Wuhoujia!" 

"The sky and the earth!" 

"The Mirage Bead!" 

The flame star beast, which has been transformed into the culprit of the "Blue Polar Iceland" murder, 

exudes an overwhelming and fierce aura, and its eyes are burning like blood-colored stars, standing high 

above the primordial star like a demon **** who devours the sky and the earth. . 

"I am back." 

"I want to see what the major forces in the universe can do with me." 

Chapter 534: Angry from all sides 
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After the flame star giant beast clone transformed into the lord of **** descended on this primitive star, 

it did not have a big thorn to proclaim its existence, nor did it deliberately hide its trace, flying 

swaggeringly in the sky. 

Soon, he was discovered by several Cosmos Venerables of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. 

"This is……" 

"Lord of Hell?" 

The several Cosmos Venerables who had been ambushing in a valley were shocked. 

They didn't recognize the breath of the **** lord, but it looked like that, every Cosmos Venerable of the 

Northern Frontier Alliance had seen it more than once, and the memory was still fresh. 

Nearly 90,000 years ago, in the Brahma Breath Mystery "Blue Polar Iceland", tens of thousands of 

cosmic lords were all captured by the **** monarch, shocking the entire universe. 

Especially the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, which has the largest number of strong players, suffered the 

most. 

Under the anger of the Northern Frontier Alliance, they issued an order. At that time, every cosmic 

Venerable in the Northern Frontier Alliance received the order to find the Hell Lord and report 

immediately. 

They remember the appearance of the lord of **** very clearly, how could such a dangerous person 

forget. 

Thinking of the **** lord's terrible reputation, the cosmic venerables hiding in the valley subconsciously 

tensed their nerves, staring nervously at the black hideous figure in the distance, watching attentively, 

and dared not let it go. 

The **** lord who flew leisurely in the distance didn't seem to notice them. 

Or I found it, and I didn't bother to pay attention to such a small role. 

Several Cosmos Venerables also relaxed a little bit. 

They are at least tens of millions of kilometers away from the Lord of Hell, and they should be fine. 

Look at each other. 

"The appearance is exactly the same as the Lord of Hell, he should be the Lord of Hell." A distorted misty 

Universe Venerable divine power said. 

Several other cosmic masters also nodded one after another. 

The order of the Northern Frontier Alliance was to report the news of the **** lord immediately, and 

would rather kill by mistake than let it go. 

Then a look of excitement appeared on the faces of several Cosmos Venerables. Even if the news was 

wrong, it was nothing. Once it was confirmed to be true, according to the regulations of the Northern 

Xinjiang Alliance, they had merit in reporting intelligence, and everyone could get a lot of rewards. 



"Report it." 

There are a large number of immortal servants in the remote Northern Xinjiang Alliance, the towering 

palaces of hundreds of millions of kilometers burning with endless black flames, and there are even 

many cosmic lords marching in them. With respectful color. 

In the outermost periphery of the entire palace... it is filled with endless starlight, a little bit of starlight, 

covering several light years. 

Here is where the "Lord of the Galaxy" is located. 

The Lord of Galaxy, an existence with a very high status in the vast universe, his prestige is no less than 

that of the Lord of Chaos! Even the various forces in the universe... Compared to the Chaos City Lord, 

they are more in awe of the Galaxy Lord! 

The divine body of the Lord of the Galaxy has always been a mystery. It is only known that he can use 

the strongest means again and again, and it can last for a long time...Naturally, the Lord of the Galaxy is 

slightly stronger than the Lord of the Chaos in the vast universe. So a trace. 

Ten thousand years, the Lord of the Galaxy has also entered the Primordial Star, but he is the highest 

position in addition to the general leader of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. Only the other two strongest 

universe masters of the Alliance can match him. "Lord of Lotus" and "Star Master of Lanlan", 

occasionally also need to get away to deal with some affairs of the alliance, such as resurrecting some 

cosmic sages. 

Although the Northern Frontier Alliance is a behemoth with countless ethnic groups, of course, there 

are many factions, but the general leader is completely the treasurer. Regardless of the alliance affairs, 

it is usually the three masters of the universe. Therefore, more than 70% of the ethnic groups within the 

alliance support these three. Lord of the universe. 

The three of them are the three major factions in the entire Northern Xinjiang Alliance. They agree, 

which means that 95% of the ethnic groups in the Northern Xinjiang Alliance agree. 

This kind of idle alliance is like this, and its unity is obviously not as good as that of humans, monsters, 

prisoners and many other forces. 

In the main hall. 

Three figures gathered here, the incarnations of the Lord of the Galaxy, the Lord of Black Lotus, and the 

Star Lord of Lanlan, all gathered here. 

"You should also know the news of the appearance of the Lord of the Primordial Star Hell." 

The head of the three figures, whose whole body is crystal clear like flowing water, is the Lord of the 

Galaxy. 

As the most powerful person in the entire Northern Frontier Alliance, the Lord of the Galaxy usually 

appears in the form of "Dark Void", but this time I see the other two universe Lords whose status is not 

under him, naturally. It is to show the true body. 



The three masters of the universe have worked together for countless years, and have already been very 

familiar with each other, and even have a deep friendship. They have fought side by side for countless 

years. Similar to the close friends of the virtual universe company's King Zhenyan, King Nanan, and 

Longyu King, naturally there is no hidden body shape. Necessary. 

"Xinghe, the information says that the **** lord appeared on the original star number 01164, is it true?" 

said the "Lord of Black Lotus", who was surrounded by lotus leaves and had a head like a plant stamen. 

"Huh, the Lord of Hell killed so many members of our Northern Xinjiang Alliance, so he still dare to 

appear?" Star Master Lulan said coldly. 

In the last "Blue Pole Iceland" battle, tens of thousands of Cosmos Venerables were missing, and the 

Northern Xinjiang Alliance claimed the largest number of forces, and the missing Cosmos Venerables 

were also the most. 

Losing so many members at once, and not many times in a long time, how could the Northern Xinjiang 

Alliance not be angry. 

But when I searched the universe, I couldn't find any clues about the lord of hell. 

There are many clones among the Universe Venerables, but either they were killed by Wang Yi's soul, 

the clones fell together, or they were enslaved. The clones that remained in each party received orders 

to naturally dissipate the clone gods, and they were not searched by any forces. Chance. 

Soon all parties discovered that only the clones left by the ancestors of the ancestors and the universe 

sages of the human race did not dissipate or fall, and they doubted whether it was related to the two 

powers! 

In the face of all parties' inquiries and accusations, it is of course impossible for the human race and the 

ancestors to admit it! 

The ancestral sect is completely kept in the dark. Of course, they don’t know that this is what Wang Yi 

did well. Of course, they also have speculation whether it is a certain super existence related to the 

ancestral sect, but after thinking about it, they still have no clue. 

The human race is more direct, saying that this is framing and confuse all parties! 

Anyway, it is impossible to admit that it has something to do with the human race. 

There is no direct evidence to prove that the human race is not afraid. Although all parties doubt it, they 

can only endure and continue searching. After all, there is indeed such a possibility of framing. 

The ancestors of the gods, the human race are one of the nine superpowers in the universe. One is 

backed by the strongest in the universe, and the other is backed by the original will of the universe. Not 

to mention there is no evidence. Even if there is evidence, you have to think about it if you really want 

to go to war. 

The three masters of the universe in the main hall did not wait long, and soon a message came-

"Confirmed to be the lord of hell"! 



The lord of the galaxy, the lord of the black lotus, and the star lord of Lanlan looked at each other, and 

they all could see that the other party was angry~www.mtlnovel.com~ really the lord of hell? " 

"Okay, he dared to show up! What a courage!" 

"No matter who he is, he must pay the price this time!" 

The Northern Frontier Alliance acted immediately. Among the three strongest universe masters, the 

Master of Galaxy in Primordial Star took the lead, leading all the Northern Frontier Alliance universe 

masters on Primitive Star to deal with the **** lord. 

At the same time, considering that the Northern Xinjiang Alliance was not the only one who was harmed 

at the beginning, and that the **** monarch had used what seems to be the strongest soul secret 

method at the beginning, and I am afraid it was not so easy to deal with, they also spread the news 

quickly. 

All of a sudden, countless forces in the universe received news. 

The Lord of Hell appears on the Primordial Star! 

All parties are angry! 

Chapter 535: All over the world 

The news of the **** lord's appearance is like a big rock falling into the lake, making a big wave in the 

originally relatively calm universe. 

If you talk about the most significant event in the universe in thousands of years, except for the arrival 

of the Tongtian Tower, it is the slaughter of the "Hell Lord" in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm. 

All the great forces in the universe have more or less the Cosmos Venerable being affected, and no force 

can bear this breath. 

What's more, tens of thousands of cosmos venerables are involved in many ways. Who has no social 

circle of his own, no relatives or friends? Many are disciples of the Lord of the Universe and even the 

strongest in the Universe. 

The fall is okay, it can reverse the time and space and resurrect, and there is still room for relaxation, but 

the Lord of Hell has enslaved so many cosmic sages by his soul, which has violated the bottom line of all 

parties. 

I don’t know how many powerhouses I have offended directly or indirectly. 

The lord of **** has committed public anger, unforgivable! 

The nine superpowers of the universe, the twelve top powers, after receiving the news that the **** 

lord appeared on the primordial star, no matter what they thought, they all started to act, sending their 

own universe lord to participate in the action of besieging the **** lord . 

For the human race, this is also an opportunity to clear up their suspicions. 

Superficial effort still needs to be done. 
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Such as the Chaos City Lord, these highest levels have vaguely anticipated that an unprecedented storm 

may come next. 

It is amazing to recall that Wang Yi's actions in the past have always been amazing. 

And the human race sent out... is the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

In other words, his two divine bodies. 

The new Youhai clone (a split that is more than nine thousand kilometers high and a thousand times the 

genetic level condensed from the endless Youhai body) and the Void Zerg clone. 

"I didn't expect that one day I would kill myself." Wang Yi flew slowly near the whirlpool passage above 

a primordial star. 

"Next, the big show is about to be staged. The human race will be my own initiative, which can block all 

parties’ leisurely mouths, so that they will not be too suspicious of the human race... On the other hand, 

it doesn’t matter if these two clones are lost. ." 

The divine body is essentially composed of divine power, as long as it doesn't fall, it can immediately 

condense from the quiet sea. 

As for the lost treasure? But the left hand is the right hand. 

It is estimated that all parties did not expect someone to be so cunning and able to play so well. 

"However, other forces are fine. The Ancestral God Sect is a bit troublesome." Wang Yi looked into the 

distance with a faint look. 

Speaking of which, at present, the ancestral sect is friends and not enemies, and Wang Yi is unwilling to 

do too much. It is against his principle to involve the ancestral sect. 

Although the ancestors’ religion is behind the original will of the universe, and the supreme leader of the 

human race was suppressed because of the original will of the universe, they are two different things. 

I didn't want the ancestors to know that it was because of lack of strength and had to be absolutely 

confidential, but now it is not so necessary. 

To be honest, if it wasn't for the concern of the human race, Wang Yi didn't need to be so concealed at 

all, but just publicly announced his identity as the lord of hell. Who could take him in the primitive 

universe? 

Not to mention the primitive universe, even in the universe, he is sure of his life. 

"I learned that the Huizu God taught them, just to test their attitude." Wang Yi's eyes flickered. 

The ancestral **** religion, the ancestral temple. 

The double-sided ancestor **** who sits in the ancestral temple is sitting on the throne. He has just 

received the news that the **** lord has appeared. A universe lord is enough to make him pay 

attention, but how to deal with the **** lord makes him a little hesitant. 



The ancestors of the sect also had some cosmic lords who fell into the hands of the **** monarch, but 

they were peripheral members. 

For the Patriarchs, the loss of some peripheral members of the Universe is not a big deal, it is mainly a 

face problem. 

As the number one power in the primitive universe, it has always been inviolable, and it has to show its 

attitude. 

However, the double-faced ancestor **** who has survived countless years is very aware of the danger 

of rushing to deal with a universe lord whose strength is still unknown. 

"The Lord of Hell, is he a lunatic like the Lord of the Blood Cloud Temple, or the deliberate deliberation 

of a certain strong man..." Both faces of the double-faced ancestor **** showed thoughts. 

Suddenly, the double-faced ancestor **** moved his eyes, flipped his hand, and a golden token 

appeared. He could see the message clearly, and a strange color appeared in his eyes. 

"Is it Wang Yi?" 

He looked at the message, then a trace of surprise appeared on his face. 

When I finished reading the content on the token, I became shocked. 

"Wang Yi is the lord of hell!" 

"What is he going to do?" 

The double-sided ancestor **** sat on the throne, lost in deep thought. 

Regarding Wang Yi’s previous concealment, the double-faced ancestor gods felt nothing wrong. After all, 

the ancestral gods were not a human race from Wang Yi's background, and Wang Yi was not a member 

of the inner circle of the ancestral gods. It’s just a high-level fighter. 

Of course, the Patriarchal Cult cannot be arrogant to them and must be fully respected. 

From the perspective of confidentiality, Wang Yi chose to conceal that he is the lord of hell. Thinking 

about it this way, there is nothing to blame for Wang Yi's actions. 

What's more, Wang Yi is now confessing to himself. From this, it can be seen that Wang Yi still regards 

himself as a member of the ancestral gods. 

Although Wang Yi captured hundreds of ancestors who taught the universe, he still hasn't fallen yet. 

Thinking of the information revealed by Wang Yi token in his mind, the long-term experience of the 

double-sided ancestor **** made him smell the unusual smell and felt that something big was about to 

happen. 

Thinking of Wang Yi's astonishing act of capturing tens of thousands of venerable cosmos in one fell 

swoop in the "Fantasy Breath Secret Realm", the double-faced ancestor god's eyelids couldn't help but 

twitch. 

"The Horned Viper God Lord." 



"Ancestral God." A hoarse voice sounded in the palace, but there was no existence around it. 

Obviously, the two parties communicated in a special way. 

"The Lord of Hell appears on the Primordial Star, and all parties have taken action, and our ancestors 

cannot fall behind. Lord Hornviper, this time you will lead the three masters of the universe under your 

command to the Primitive Star and kill the hell. monarch!" 

The double-sided ancestor said solemnly. 

The horned viper **** is one of the four great **** masters of the ancestral gods. The lord of the 

universe under his command has a characteristic, that is, they all have clones and are not afraid of 

falling. 

Therefore, the strength of the horned viper divine lord is a bit worse than the lord of the Nine Nethers, 

but the power of his subordinates is not weak at all. 

The double-sided ancestors thought for a while, and then ordered a few words from the Lord of Horn 

Viper. 

The Horn Viper God Lord was a little surprised, and then came a voice. 

"I understand...Yes, the ancestor." 

The horned viper led the three masters of the universe and set off ~www.mtlnovel.com~ but their speed 

was obviously much slower than other forces. 

Soon after, a star field. 

"Divine Lord, aren't we going to kill the Lord of Hell this time, how come here?" The three Lords of the 

Universe didn't understand. 

Just go to the Primordial Star and send it to a kingdom of God, but the Lord of Hornviper flies slowly, 

making people confused. 

The horned viper said lightly: "Don't worry, take your time, I suddenly remembered that there was a 

friend who hadn't visited nearby, and it's not too late to go after the visit." 

According to the ancestor god's private instruction, this time the ancestor **** teaching is just going 

through the scene. 

No hurries. 

The three masters of the universe looked at each other. 

Chapter 536: Kill all 

The lord of **** appeared. 

The six pinnacle races of humans, monsters, zergs, machine races, prison races, and crystal races all sent 

the master of the universe. 

The Star Giant Beast Alliance sent three universe masters headed by the Golden Horn Lord. 
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The ancestors of the sect sent four cosmic masters led by the horned viper. 

The Northern Frontier Alliance was the most active and the lofty Lord of the Galaxy took the lead, 

leading many of the Lords of the Universe on the Primordial Star to kill them aggressively. 

The Nine Regions Alliance, the Mengfeng Alliance, the Night Fire Alliance, the Snow Palace Alliance... 

After the twelve top forces were unwilling to do so, they sent their own masters of the universe one 

after another. 

There are even rumors that some of the strongest in the universe have set off. 

It seems that the entire universe is in action. 

With such a lineup, there are dozens of Lords of the Universe alone, and many strong people are 

amazed that this time the Lord of Hell will be doomed to escape. 

However, there are also some who hold different opinions. It is not so easy to hunt down a universe lord 

on Primordial Star. As long as the **** lord is not stupid, he will definitely run away as soon as he gets 

the news. 

Regardless of the result, many people will wait and see. 

There is a lot of noise outside, and the human race is not stable. 

The virtual universe, the Temple of the Great Axe, the highest level of many human races gathered here, 

headed by the founder of the Great Axe. 

They also held different opinions on Wang Yi's sudden action this time, and they opposed it in private. 

But no one said it in front of Wang Yi's face, and this point of face is still to be given. 

Wang Yi did not appear here, he has already said everything that should be said. 

"chaos." 

"Star Prison." 

Many masters of the universe cast their eyes. 

"Hunyuan insists on going his own way, and you don't persuade him." 

"Yeah, no matter how strong he is, he is only a person, and he has just broken through. In the face of so 

many forces in the universe, no matter how powerful he is, it is difficult to support him alone, and it is 

difficult for us to help him." 

"He is still too young, too impulsive." 

"Chaos, it's too late to call him back now." 

At the high level of the human race, the Lord of Chaos City and the Lord of Star Prison had the best 

relationship with Wang Yi. 

The Lord of Chaos City showed support and guidance to Wang Yi when he was not on the rise. 



Star Prison is the only teacher Wang Yi knows. 

In the eyes of Lord Peng Gong and others, Wang Yi's action this time was completely unnecessary. 

He is relying on the treasure, and how many masters of the universe can he deal with. 

This time the action is the largest force in the universe. There are dozens of masters of the universe, 

among them are the masters of galaxies, golden horns, canthus, and horned vipers...this kind of terrible 

is comparable to the chaotic city masters. The strong. 

What if there is an accident? 

Even if it weren't really falling, it would be a pity to lose the treasure. 

So some cosmic masters didn't say anything, but they were still very opposed to it in their hearts. 

From their point of view, since Wang Yi has the Tower of Heaven, it’s better to practice calmly, and take 

less risks, and take the human race to the path of transcendence and reincarnation smoothly, isn’t it 

good? 

Of course, Wang Yi's status is extraordinary. They knew they would not be able to influence Wang Yi's 

decision, so they looked to the two Chaos City Lords who had the best relationship with Wang Yi. 

The Master and Disciple of Chaos City Lord and Star Prison Lord looked at each other. 

The Lord of Star Prison coughed and touched his fur subconsciously. 

He, this apprentice, seems to have never heard him much before. 

As for the use of righteousness? His apprentice never seems to have a cold. 

just forget it. 

The Lord of Chaos City always had a gentle expression on his face. At this time, he said: "Everyone, I 

know you are very puzzled and opposed to Wang Yi's actions this time, but you must understand that 

Wang Yi is an independent individual, from his position. In other words, we all exist on an equal footing 

with us, and we are not qualified to criticize the actions of the master of the universe of the same race." 

Chaos City Lord’s tone changed, “Furthermore, Wang Yi is acting as **** lord this time. Even if 

something happens, it will not affect our human race. It can only be regarded as his private actions. All 

consequences will be borne by him alone. There is no position to interfere with him excessively." 

The other masters of the universe were speechless. 

… 

The primordial star number 01164 has become the eye of the storm, the most concerned place in the 

primordial universe. 

"Look." 

"That is the Lord of Hell." 

"He's there." 



"It turns out that the Lord of Hell is like this. This is the first time I have witnessed it with my own eyes." 

In the distance, some Cosmos Venerables hide their heads and show their tails, surreptitiously peeping. 

They are basically spies from various parties, responsible for monitoring and searching the whereabouts 

of the **** lord and reporting to them. 

After all, the lord of the universe has rushed over, and he must know the location of the **** lord in 

time, so he can't let him run away. 

These sages are also very exciting in their hearts. 

This is the lord of hell, a famous and brutal existence in the universe! 

Venerable Universe, slaughtered thousands of them at once, and it was no effort to kill them. 

Ordinary Cosmos Venerables heard the Lord of Hell coming, and they would have traveled as far as 

possible, and these Cosmos Venerables, because of the order of the Alliance, came with missions one by 

one and were responsible for monitoring the actions of the Hell Lord. 

Even if they fall, the Alliance will resurrect them and be responsible for compensation. 

Of course, there is also the danger of being enslaved by the soul, so it is best to stay away from the Lord 

of Hell. 

If the distance is far enough, it is safer. 

If the lord of **** approaches, don't hesitate to explode immediately. 

Even many cosmic overlords have been enslaved, and they, ordinary cosmic lords, would not be able to 

hold on for even a second in front of the **** lord. 

Primitive stars can only reach close to the speed of light, so these cosmic lords can barely follow the 

**** lord. 

This primordial star has not yet come from the Lord of the Universe, and they are the only ones who can 

discover the Lord of Hell. 

"No, the Lord of Hell is flying towards one of the vortex passages." 

Detectives from all sides found out immediately and reported. 

A "Hell Lord" with black hideous and complicated scales, cruel and cold eyes, and a huge black sword on 

his back, flew to a whirlpool passage and stopped suddenly. 

Glancing around, grinning. 

Even if separated by tens of millions or hundreds of millions of kilometers, those cosmic lords still clearly 

saw the expression of the **** lord. 

"not good!" 

Many of these cosmic masters have an idea in their hearts. 



"boom!" 

In the next moment, a terrifying coercion fell. 

The entire Primordial Star was covered in this mighty terrifying pressure. 

"puff!" 

"puff!" 

… 

The entire Primordial Star, no matter where you are or which power is, the divine bodies of the cosmic 

masters shattered like bubbles one after another, and annihilated. 

Some rely on treasures or huge divine bodies, so they can only hold on for a while longer. 

Many of them have affected the pond fish and encountered unsuspecting disasters. 

There were even those from the Hongmeng and Ancestral Gods, but Wang Yi was also annihilated. 

"what!" 

"do not want!" 

"Spare!" 

At this moment, the lord of **** is the supreme **** who overlooks the world from above, and the 

sages of the universe who are struggling and howling underneath are all tiny ants. 

Even the overlord of the universe is just a stronger ant. 

Once Wang Yi's domain is covered, it can be annihilated. 

The terrifying power of the Lord of the Universe is vividly displayed. 

Soon, the entire primordial star was dead, and all creatures except the **** lord were all extinct. 

Only the ring of countless treasures of the world is left in place. But Wang Yi didn't bother to bother 

about it. After all, there were too few treasures in it, and the distance was too far, so he was in a hurry. 

Although it is a little regrettable, I can only give up. 

"Ha ha…" 

The **** lord let out a chuckle, his burly black body adjusted his head and flew in the other direction. 

Chapter 537: Lord of Sirius 

The cosmic lords of the primordial star number 01164 were wiped out, and this shocking news spread 

wildly in the universe. 

As soon as the **** lord appeared, he gave a big gift to all parties. 
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Killing tens of thousands of cosmic venerables in one fell swoop, almost all of them are high cosmic 

venerables, and some cosmic hegemons, causing Wang Yi's killing value to skyrocket all of a sudden. 

The killing value reached millions at once! 

"Ha ha……" 

Wang Yi's mood is extremely cheerful at the moment. 

Somewhat intoxicated. 

This kind of unrestrained, unrestrained, unrestrained feeling that you can act recklessly is really 

wonderful. 

Putting him on the Master of Human Chaotic Source, he had too many worries, and he didn't dare to do 

so at all. 

Wang Yi didn't worry that he would be blocked by a large force. 

Because each primordial star has 10081 space vortexes, his course of action can be changed at will. Even 

if all the major forces in the universe send out digital masters of the universe, how many masters of the 

universe are there in total? And the strength is not enough to stop him at all. 

Of course, Wang Yi's goal is not simply to provoke all parties. 

In addition to testing the power of Xeon Supreme, what is more important is the master of the universe. 

They are the prey in Wang Yi's eyes. 

However, there is only one opportunity for this. 

"Come on, the more you come, the better." Wang Yi's eyes burst into a terrifying light. 

... 

boom! 

The news that a primordial star tens of thousands of cosmic venerables were suddenly killed by the **** 

monarch, also caused the universe to shake once again! 

"This **** lord is crazy!" 

"Lunatic, what a lunatic!" 

Many high-ranking forces jumped into a rage when they heard the news. 

We all know that the **** lord is crazy, evil, and unscrupulous, but he didn't expect that he really had 

no scruples at all, and he really dared to do everything. 

It's lawless! 

"That lunatic!" 

"Quick! Quickly send the order to let all the Cosmos Venerables who belong to us on the Primordial Star 

be withdrawn!" 



"Withdraw! Stay by yourself if you want to die, but the Resurrection Alliance is not responsible." 

The parties were really anxious this time, even when Hongmeng got the news, the lord of the human 

universe looked at each other. 

Do you want to be so cruel. 

Playing so big. 

Fortunately, it was just a fall, not a soul enslavement, otherwise all parties would really go crazy. 

"Chaotic Origin...really..." The many masters of the universe in front of the temple didn't know what to 

say. 

Every master of the universe can kill tens of thousands of Venerable Universes. 

But dare to be true. 

Chaotic Source, or the Lord of Hell, dare! 

More than once! 

It was like crazy applause to the faces of all major forces. 

Just ask if your face hurts. 

Arrogant! 

audacious in the extreme! 

They also admire the master of Peng Gong. 

"This time, our Hongmeng has counted the number of Universe Venerables who have fallen on 

primordial star No. 01164, and the Lord of Chaotic Source will soon be resurrected and compensate 

accordingly." Chaos City Lord said. 

No way, what the Lord of Chaotic Source has done, let him wipe his butt. 

Anyway, his most precious treasure is that with the backing of Youhai Divine Body, he can resurrect a 

large number of Venerables. 

Even the Lord of Chaos City is envious. 

The masters of the universe present were talking about it. 

"I don't know how big the trouble will be this time." The Lord of Wild Jian murmured. 

They couldn't understand Wang Yi's actions more and more. 

... 

The ancestral **** religion, the ancestral temple. 

When the double-sided ancestor **** heard the news, he fell silent. 



"Ten Thousand Universe Venerables, he really dared to kill." The double-sided ancestor shook his head. 

Although some of the ancestors of the universe are also members of the ancestors, they are all 

peripheral members. To be honest, they don't even need resurrection compensation. They can only be 

regarded as unlucky for the cosmic lords themselves, and they just happened to be involved. 

In fact, when the news of the **** lord came, many cosmic elders had left this primitive star wisely, but 

there were always people who did not realize the danger and chose to stay. 

You deserve it if you fall! 

Of course, there are also some who are really unlucky. They didn't receive the news in time, or if they 

didn't have time to leave after receiving the news, they could only consider themselves unlucky. 

The double-sided ancestor **** thought for a while, and sent a message to the horn viper **** master 

who was still wandering outside. 

The lord of **** is making such a big noise, and the ancestors can't hide behind, it should be a bit of a 

reaction. 

... 

The Master of Galaxy, who was on the way with several Cosmos Masters of the Northern Frontier 

Alliance, also received the news soonest. 

"What? A primordial star's cosmic masters are all dead, and none of them are left?" 

"The **** lord is really so crazy?" 

The universe lord of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance didn't know what to say. 

They have a feeling of being against a lunatic. 

It feels that this **** lord is even more evil than the previous Blood Cloud Palace lord, and his actions 

are more intense. 

A Primitive Star Universe Venerable did not provoke him, and killed all indiscriminately. 

This is naked contempt! A declaration of war on all sides! 

All the masters of the universe became angry. 

"This **** lord must die!" 

"Yes, he is even more evil than the Blood Cloud Palace Master, unreasonable, and he can't be allowed to 

survive!" 

"kill him!" 

"kill him!" 

All parties in the universe have reached a consensus that such a powerful and uncontrolled dangerous 

element must never stay. 



Who knows, one day he will start on his side. 

This time all parties in the universe are in the same hatred of the enemy and unite against the **** lord. 

Of course, intelligence information is also shared. 

"The Lord of Hell was at the entrance of this vortex passage before killing all the Cosmos Lords, but the 

Lord of Hell was not found on the opposite side. He must have gone elsewhere." 

"Damn it, this cunning **** lord, he should also understand that he is being pursued and killed by all 

parties in the universe, and he will certainly not jump into the trap so easily." 

"Several whirlpool passages near the previous coordinates have been sent to monitor, and no trace of 

the **** lord has been found." 

"What's the matter, hasn't the Lord of the Universe reached the Primordial Star where the Hell Lord is? 

If you use time and space, it is easy to find the Hell Lord, which is much more convenient." 

Because I suspected that the Lord of Hell was using the strongest soul secret method before, and 

suspected that the Lord of Hell was strong, it should be the reason for the master of the universe at the 

peak level. Although the Lord of the universe who came to participate in this siege has many strengths, 

the strength is not bad. 

The Lords of the Universe acted in twos and threes, and of course they also hunted down the Lord of 

Hell alone. Either the divine body is super large, the body protector is extremely strong, or there is the 

flying palace type of treasure, or it is itself the pinnacle of the master of the universe. In short, you dare 

to act alone if you have enough confidence. 

Many great forces acted together, which was unprecedented. The 10081 primordial stars of the billions 

of universe venerables fled their primordial stars and returned to the outside world, worried about 

being affected. 

For a while, the eyes of the entire primitive universe were focused on the primitive star, and they all 

wanted to know what the outcome of this action against the **** lord would be. 

... 

"boom!" 

Primitive Star No. 01164 ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is located in a huge vortex passage above the infinite 

ocean, and a figure of flames walks out of the vortex passage. 

Like the incarnation of the laws of the universe, the whole body is full of flames, and the black and ink 

giant Sirius walks slowly with four hooves. The surrounding time and space are completely under his 

pressure. At this moment, the owner of the entire Primitive Star time and space It's him! 

"Huh?" By mastering time and space, Sirius suddenly found the Hell Lord flying in the distance. 

The distance between the two sides is actually very close. 

"There are only me and the Lord of Hell. It seems that I will be the fastest." 

The **** lord also turned his head slightly and looked at the huge dark Sirius. 



"Lord of Sirius?" 

Chapter 538: Lord of hell, don't run 

"Lord of Hell!" The Lord of Sirius let out a low roar, with alert in his eyes. 

This is guessed to be the Lord of the Universe who possesses the strongest secret ability to use the soul. 

Although the Lord of Sirius has the confidence to protect himself, he is unwilling to rush to this kind of 

existence. 

"Lord of Sirius." Wang Yi, who used "blood cloud beads" to pretend to be a **** lord, also narrowed his 

eyes. 

Lord of Sirius, old acquaintance. 

In the Primal Star, Wang Yi encountered more than once or twice. 

After all, in the past ten thousand years, the most frequent activity on Primordial Star is the Lord of 

Chaotic Source, not to mention that he has three major divine bodies acting together. As long as the 

treasure is born, the Lord of Chaotic Source can often be seen appearing. 

He often fights and fights with the lord of the universe from other forces. 

The Monster Race is also one of them, and many masters of the universe have collided. 

In the primitive universe, the human race and the monster race can be regarded as deadly enemies! 

Territory wars, ethnic wars, fighting between the strong, countless years... full of hatred for each other. 

Wang Yi met the Lord of Sirius in a battle for the treasure of birth. With Wang Yi’s current strength, the 

Lord of Sirius was of course the one who was hanged. If it weren’t for the Lord of Sirius to have flying 

palace treasures to protect his life, his death would be possible. , Even so, in the end also very 

embarrassed. 

It was ridiculed by Wang Yi as "a dog running away with its tail sandwiched" and spread throughout the 

universe. 

Although his life was saved, his face was also lost. 

This kind of shame made the Lord of Sirius almost mad. 

Therefore, the Lord of Sirius hated the Lord of Human Chaotic Source deeply. 

The Lord of Sirius certainly didn't know that the opposite was a human being who had a "sea of blood" 

with him, and he was still thinking about how to stop the Lord of Hell. 

Although his strength is not the top among the masters of the universe, but relying on the best "Sirius 

Palace" among the highest flying palaces, his life-saving methods are extremely strong, even the fifth-

tier top universe masters like Chaos City Lord have nothing to do with him. . 

The Lord of Sirius followed the Lord of Hell. 
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The huge black wolf with its hair around the flames looked directly at the black scaly creature in the 

distance, and said in a low voice: "Lord of Hell, I didn't expect you to offend the forces of the universe 

and dare to come out." 

The next words of the **** lord made him blow up. 

"The bereaved dog who was beaten and ran away with its tail clipped is not qualified to talk to me." 

The Lord of Sirius instantly exploded his mentality. 

The human peerless genius who was once regarded as the ant was so embarrassed that he had to rely 

on the Sirius Palace to escape, which was regarded as a taboo by the Lord of Sirius. 

The words of the **** lord right now are more than just sprinkling salt on his scars, it's literally splashing 

molten slurry. 

The eyes of the Lord of Sirius were red. 

"Lord of Hell!!!" 

The roar of the Lord of Sirius resounded across the sky. 

The **** lord flew forward without looking back. "No matter how loud you bark, you can't change the 

fact that you are a bereaved dog." 

The Lord of Sirius was full of flames rising violently, his breath was extremely unstable, his teeth 

clenched, and the terrifying pressure caused the surrounding time and space to roll up like waves. 

At this moment, he really wanted to rush forward and split the life and death with the Lord of Hell. 

But in the end, I resisted it, and there was no need to fight the **** lord at this time. 

This **** lord is really hateful. 

He admitted that he had no grievances with the **** lord, and when he first met, he was so ridiculed 

and humiliated by the other party. 

The Lord of Sirius took a deep breath, calmed down, and said in a cold tone: "Lord of Hell, just feel 

proud, you are about to fall, this time all the great forces in the universe will join hands to chase you, 

you think you Can you escape?" 

The Lord of Sirius didn't persuade the other party to catch it. 

"Just relying on you rubbish?" Hell Lord laughed. 

"..." 

The Lord of Sirius has nothing to say. 

He took it. 

It's not that he has never seen an arrogant and powerful man, but it is the first time he has seen such a 

arrogant and arrogant man. 



"The Lord of Hell is on my side, and the coordinates are... The direction of advancement is... I am 

following him." Although the Lord of Sirius is still annoyed in his heart, he is too lazy to care about the 

Lord of Hell. In his opinion, the Lord of Hell is undoubtedly mortal. . 

There is no need to care about the dying person. 

He sent the information message, and then followed the **** lord. 

With a distance of hundreds of millions of kilometers, everyone is the lord of the universe, and the lord 

of Sirius believes that even if the opponent performs a soul attack, he will react. 

"Lord of Hell, you can't run away." The Lord of Sirius couldn't help but said. 

The figure in front suddenly stopped, the **** lord turned around, the wings on his back spread, and a 

powerful aura surged over, holding the saber behind him, looking at him with cold eyes. 

"Come here if you have the guts. If you don't have the guts, get out, or don't bark there." 

"You..." The Sirius Lord trembled with anger. 

But reason told him not to go. 

He was not sure that he would deal with the Lord of Hell alone, and fighting was futile at this time. 

As the Lord of the universe who has survived for countless years, the Lord of Sirius is proud, but also 

very sensible. 

Even if he was so humiliated and cursed by the **** lord, he became angry from shame, he didn't have 

the mind to fight. 

"Coward." The Hell Lord sneered, then turned and continued flying. 

But he muttered in his heart, "This wolf is quite calm." 

The chief of Sirius really couldn't help but rushed over, he really wanted to kill the opponent. 

Anyway, he has been displeased with this old fellow of the Monster Race for a long time. 

The Lord of Sirius didn't speak anymore, he finally understood that speaking to a powerful man like the 

Lord of Hell was simply boring. 

Silently followed behind the **** monarch, but his eyes became colder, like a real wolf, full of malice 

and malice. 

On the other side, after receiving information from the Lord of Sirius, all parties also launched 

operations. 

"God Lord." 

A primitive star, several towering figures appeared, one of them resembled a dragon, with colorful 

scales of varying colors, but with two heads on the front and back, like "double-headed snakes", strange 

beings looked up and looked around. 

He is the Horn Viper God Lord, one of the four great God Lords of the Ancestral God Sect. 



At the same time, it is also a special life, and it is a unique special life in the primitive universe. 

The masters of the universe of the ancestors are finally long overdue. 

"Divine Lord, the latest news is coming. The Lord of Hell is... The fastest way to get there is..." One of the 

three universe masters under his command reported ~www.mtlnovel.com~Well. "The Horn Viper God 

Lord nodded calmly. 

"Go, let's go." 

The Horned Viper took the lead in the flight, but he was thinking about the ancestor god’s strange 

command in his heart, and suddenly thought, could this **** lord, who has become a public enemy of 

the universe, really have something to do with the ancestor god? 

... 

On the other side of the Primordial Star, the Lord of the Galaxy also brought several Cosmos Lords from 

the Northern Frontier Alliance in action. 

This time, the Northern Frontier Alliance was not the only one of the lords of the universe, but was 

divided into teams in twos and threes to encircle the **** lord. 

After all, if the Lord of Hell keeps changing directions in Primordial Star, they will also have to keep 

changing their course to catch up. 

Otherwise, if you are not careful, you will be chased away. 

Chapter 539: Lord of Tongling 

"Sirius, you just follow me like this? I don't have any bones for you to eat." 

The **** lord teased. 

"Huh!" The Lord of Sirius who was hiding in the flying palace grunted, adorned in the back, but he 

ignored the words of the Lord of Hell. 

He had already seen that talking to this evil, unscrupulous, and unscrupulous **** lord could just anger 

him. 

In the virtual space of the Monster Race Alliance, other universe masters are also asking whether the 

Lord of Sirius has stopped the Lord of Hell, making the Lord of Sirius a little impatient. 

"I have been following the Lord of Hell, so that he cannot escape. As long as other universe masters 

arrive, the Lord of Hell will be desperate. Why should I do it?" 

He has the treasure of the high flying palace, but he is unwilling to pester the **** lord. 

Because he doesn't have any hatred with this **** lord, and of course he has no mobility. If he changes 

to a human or the lord of the chaotic source, he will desperately stop him with his red eyes. 

The Lord of Sirius is the Lord of the universe of the monster race's own clan, he is unwilling, and other 

people can't force it, unless ordered by the two strongest in the universe. 
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"Hmph, let me entangle this **** lord, I'm not so stupid." The Sirius Lord's eyes were fierce, staring at 

the black figure in the distance. 

Although protected by the treasure of the palace, he was unwilling to be crushed and beaten by others. 

Just let him go, he just needs to follow. 

Soon, one after another, the Lords of the Universe came across the passage, and there were already 

three Lords of the Universe and the Lord of Sirius following the Hell Lord. 

They crossed three primordial stars one after another by themselves, but still couldn't catch up with the 

slippery **** lord. 

"Lord of Hell!" 

"Lord of Hell, don't run!" 

The Lord of the universe shouted from behind. 

The dark giant wolf in the Heavenly Wolf Palace looked at this scene and shook his head. 

"This **** lord keeps changing directions, flying around, playing around with all parties, and it is not 

easy to form a perfect circle." 

The Lord of Sirius couldn't help being a little worried, this **** lord would not be so lucky, did he really 

escape? 

At this time, a message came, making the many lords of the universe who were chasing the **** lord 

rejoicing. 

Above the endless forest of this primordial star, a huge whirlpool channel is suspended in mid-air. 

Wow! 

An extremely majestic figure with a height of about a million kilometers stepped out of the passage and 

appeared in the air. The huge mountain body has eight hooves like pillars, and at the same time it has 

four thick arms, the whole mountain body. There are huge eyes in the center. 

He... it was the Demon Race Alliance's infinite benefits that had been wooed to join an extremely 

powerful existence-the Lord of Tongling! 

The Lord of Tongling is the special life that was born when the universe was born. 

Although special beings are powerful, a special being can cultivate to the stage of the master of the 

universe...this is truly powerful! Naturally, all major forces rushed to invite him, and when he was still at 

the Venerable Universe level, he finally joined the Demon Race Alliance. 

Through time and space induction, the lord of the universe naturally also discovered the coming of the 

lord of Tongling. 

"Haha, the Lord of Tongling has arrived." 

"Master of Tongling, quickly use your domain treasure to intercept the **** lord." 



The masters of the universe, who had been impatiently chasing after them, spoke one after another. 

The main reason is that the **** lord's poisonous tongue was fully displayed on the way to chase, 

making these universe lords angry. 

What kind of "trash", "trash", "wasteful", "idiot"...all on their heads. When have these lofty universe 

masters heard such ugly words? The **** lord’s verbal abuse without a bottom line can make any A 

master of the universe with a high level of self-cultivation breaks power in an instant. 

Simply unbearable. 

What a bastard, I have never seen such an irritating cosmos master, it is insulting the identity of the 

cosmos master. 

The Lord of Sirius also raised his ears in excitement. With the Lord of Tongling, where is the Lord of Hell 

going. 

His aversion to the lord of **** has reached the limit, and he can't wait for him to fall right away. 

"Everyone, rest assured, leave it to me." The Lord of Tongling nodded slightly. 

next moment. 

"boom……" 

The endless black sea water instantly enveloped the ocean, forest, desert, swamp, wasteland... Almost 

instantly, it has completely enveloped the entire primordial star! The entire primordial star was 

shrouded in a black ocean, and the terrifying binding power contained in the black ocean was simply 

incredible. 

All the strong, including the flying **** lord, were all submerged. 

"Floating mountains and seas?" The **** lord narrowed his eyes slightly and said softly, "It seems that 

the Lord Tongling of the Monster Race Alliance has also arrived." 

This time, the masters of the universe sent by all parties were all extraordinary, and none of them were 

ordinary masters of the universe. 

The master of Tongling is even more difficult to deal with, and there is a top domain category 

"Fushanhai". Even a top universe overlord will not last long under the full attack of the "top domain 

category "Fushanhai". 

"Lord of Hell, stay!" A thick voice came from the rear through divine power. "Acknowledge your 

mistakes and apologize to all parties. Maybe there is still a silver lining." 

"Haha, Lord of Tongling. Do you think I'm stupid?" Hell Lord's eyes burned with blood, and he laughed 

frantically. You have to pay a great price." 

Many masters of the universe have a heartbeat, and a master of the universe is desperate, but it is not a 

joke. 

The Lord of Tongling frowned slightly. 



"break!" 

With a loud shout, and then in the shocked eyes of the Lord of Tongling, a series of crystal silk threads 

spread out from the **** monarch. Each silk thread is full of power and toughness, and there is a kind of 

swelling between the silk thread and the silk thread. With great power, countless silk threads emerged 

densely like a tide, and instantly forced the surrounding black sea water back. 

The speed of the **** lord also increased. 

"Can you actually force my floating mountains back?" The Lord of Tongling became solemn. "This is the 

realm treasure of the **** lord?" 

"Lord of Hell, it's not that simple for you to escape!" 

"Floating Mountain!" 

The Lord of Tongling went all out, and even started burning the divine body at any cost, boom! The 

power of Fushanhai was urged to the extreme in an instant. 

The black sea water is vast and overwhelming. 

"Want to stop me and dream." The **** lord roared.n0𝒱𝑬𝔩𝒰𝓢𝑩.𝗰0𝓂 

Numerous crystal silk threads form a crystal jade cocoon that resembles an "awl" 

shape~www.mtlnovel.com~ and inside is the lord of hell, rushing toward the front in a sharp direction. 

"Boom..." The black water that collided with the crystal cocoon was instantly broken. 

The Divine Body of Tongling shook slightly, revealing a look of surprise. 

"My Floating Mountain Sea's power has reached its limit, but it hasn't stopped him? Could it be that the 

realm of the **** lord is the top realm of the realm?" 

And the "Hell Lord" Wang Yi who is hiding in the "awl" cocoon pupa coldly snorted, "Hmph, I just let the 

"Tianluodiwang" exert only a little power, if it is fully utilized, let alone a top treasure, it is ten. A 

hundred pieces can't stop it." 

"Tianluodiwang" is a Xeon treasure he carefully selected. The main power is "binding", but it also has 

many other magical functions. 

It can even be condensed into weapons to attack like "Jianheluo", with terrifying power, and of course 

Wang Yi is far from able to do it now. 

Chapter 540: Chasing 

"What! The Lord of Hell has a powerful domain type treasure, and the Lord of Tongling can't stop him?" 

When this news was received, all parties in the universe were surprised. 

"Why is this **** lord so difficult, he can use the strongest secret method of the soul, and he has a 

realm treasure that is not inferior to the "top realm paradise floating mountain sea"." 

"Does it take the pinnacle realm class treasure to suppress him?" 
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"The pinnacle realm class treasure... By the way, don't the humans have the Lord of the Chaotic Source? 

The man sent out in this operation is the Lord of the Chaotic Source? Where is he? Let him go quickly 

and don't let the Lord of the Hell run away." 

Some are in a hurry. 

Where is the Lord of Chaotic Source? 

In the other direction, on a certain primordial star, Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone and Youhai's new clone 

gathered together and were slowly flying over. 

Because Wang Yi deliberately made the Yanxing Giant Beast's course of action avoid the two clones, the 

Lord of Chaotic Source also changed the course again and again, hanging behind, without arriving. 

Well, the great Lord of Chaotic Source is on the way to riding a horse. 

"Let me speed up and rush to the seat of the lord of hell?" 

Wang Yi shook his head. 

Naive, these guys don't know that the so-called Lord of Hell and Lord of Chaotic Source are the same 

person, otherwise they wouldn't vomit blood with anger. 

Being played in such a way, I am afraid that the Lords of the Universe who have been insulted by the 

Hell Lord will immediately become Wang Yi's mortal enemies. 

But these are nothing compared to what Wang Yi will do next. 

"Catch it, keep chasing, the more people the better." Wang Yi's eyes were faint, "Soon, the big show will 

be staged. This time, I want the Primordial Universe to remember for countless years from now on, the 

Lord of Hell's name." 

Apart from humans and the ancestors of the cosmos, the other forces did not expect anyone to be so 

crazy. 

If the Hell Lord's slaughter of Venerable Universe was just to let certain forces shed blood, then what he 

did next was to stab the aorta. 

... 

On the original star number 02333. 

There are already eight masters of the universe following the **** lord, and the "Lord of Tongling" is 

among them, and there are two other inferior clan "shadows lord" and crystal clan "lord of the 

ancients". "It's also among them. 

No matter what their status is, what hatred they have this time, their main target this time is the lord of 

hell. 

But they all had nothing to do with the **** lord in front, they could only follow behind. 

And as the route was shifted time and time again, more and more masters of the universe arrived from 

all sides, and the encircling circle became smaller and smaller. 



In fact, more cosmic masters have scattered to other routes to contain the **** lord, otherwise more 

chasing after this time. 

"Lord of Hell, stop!" 

"Lord of Hell, you can't run away!" 

There was a loud shout of anger, and the **** lord in front still turned a deaf ear to these words. 

In fact, he was also receiving information from Hongmeng, such as which universe masters were 

involved in this operation, and which universe masters appeared where. 

Had it not been for Hongmeng intelligence, he would most likely be blocked. 

Most of the primal stars retreated, but some remained. These are the eyes and ears. 

The lord of **** is being chased by the tail, and has no time to pay attention to them. 

"Huh? The most powerful monster in the universe, "Meng Yaozu", also came here?" Wang Yi frowned 

when he received an information. 

The strongest in the universe is different from the master of the universe. Although their strength is 

greatly limited in the original universe, they will be further weakened or even punished if they take the 

initiative of the universe. When it arrives, I'm afraid it might still be possible to contain him. 

"Can't be stopped by the strongest in the universe." Wang Yi's thoughts turned, and then he turned 

away. 

Other masters of the universe can only follow. 

Everyone was annoyed, and felt like being led by the neck. 

After a while. 

Following the **** lord flew directly into a whirlpool channel. 

"He has entered the whirlpool passage, and that whirlpool passage leads to the primordial star number 

04444." The masters of the universes reported immediately. 

The news spread immediately, and it was passed between the super beings. For almost a moment, all 

parties knew that the Hell Lord had entered the original star number 04444. 

The news came out and it really made many parties who were hunting down and killing them very 

dissatisfied, but they couldn't help it. Each primordial star has a full 10081 vortex channels. This is a 

huge problem in chasing and killing. Perhaps...this is also a big reason for the **** lord to dare to 

appear on the primordial star. 

"The whirlpool passage is not guarded by our people." 

"Damn it! How could this **** lord escape our siege every time? Has anyone leaked it out?" 

Some strong men yelled. 



But it doesn't matter whether it is now, anyway, as the encirclement becomes smaller and smaller, the 

range of the **** lord's activity is constantly compressed, and it will be a matter of time before he is 

stopped. 

Wang Yi was also aware of this situation, but he was also expected to be surrounded. This was only the 

first step in the action. 

"What can you do to stop me? It's too early to kill me." 

After flapping the strong and powerful black scaly wings formed by the chaotic wings, the lord of **** 

flew out of the whirlpool channel to the primordial star number 04444, and then a group of universe 

lords rushed in, a wave of coercion permeated Come, let some Cosmos Venerables who risked their lives 

to stay on the Primordial Star opened their eyes. 

"One, two, three, four, five..." 

"Wow! So many masters of the universe!" 

"This is the first time I have seen so many masters of the universe come together to act!" 

"The first one should be the lord of hell, right?" 

A group of masters of the universe chased and killed another master of the universe, and they were only 

seen in their lives, making them amazed. 

Wang Yi also glanced at the primordial star at will. Although he covered the entire primordial star in 

time and space, there were not many sages in the universe, and he probably didn't have any important 

treasures on his body. They might even be clones. He didn't bother to spend the time to kill them. 

After all, to kill a clone, the kill value is very small. 

"Well, the vortex passages closest to me are guarded by the masters of the universe." Wang Yi's **** 

eyes flashed. 

"The nearest whirlpool passage is the master of the universe led by the golden horn master of the Star 

Giant Beast Alliance." 

The star behemoth has twelve peak bloodlines~www.mtlnovel.com~ Among them, the golden horn 

behemoth is one of them, and there are two masters of the universe. The golden horn master is the 

earliest and oldest one of the golden horn behemoth. Because of the talent clone, the strength is 

extremely terrifying, and it vaguely occupies the first place in the twelve pinnacle bloodline. 

Definitely the master of the fifth-tier top universe comparable to the "Chaos City Lord". 

If it is on the opposite side, Wang Yi wants to get rid of it. Unless more strength is exposed, it will be very 

difficult. 

"The encircling circle is getting smaller and smaller, and the Lord of the universe I have encountered is 

getting stronger and stronger. In the end, there will be no escape." Wang Yi understood that this was 

inevitable. 

"Then the hide-and-seek game ends here." 



"Go to the next link." 

"call!" 

The lord of **** turned into a streamer and flew into the whirlpool passage. 

 


